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SecTor looks to build
Canadian security
community

PERSPECTIVES
• Green TCO includes everything from cradle to
grave

• Biggest enemy of Linux netbooks isn't
Windows - it's expectations

• Your data is not growing
• Microsoft OOXML controversy rises again
• More Microsoft Live Search bribery
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• Slowing economy hurting cell phone sales

by Robert Dutt

growth

• Network neutrality foes should target 'Joe
Brian Bourne wants to build a stronger sense of community in the circle of Canadian security
professionals.

Six-Byte'

Bourne, president of solution provider CMS Consulting, is passionate about security to the point where
last year, he co-founded SecTor, a now-annual security conference that aims to “illuminate the black
arts” of security. Bourne kicked off the second instance of the event Tuesday with a focus on building a
real sense of community in the space.

• CERN unveils global grid for particle physics

“Last year, we focused on the best content in terms of speakers and sponsors and presentations,” he
said. “This year, we’re looking to facilitate community and build interactions among attendees.”

PROFILES

• HTC sees Q3 sales grow 31%
research

• U.S. IT jobs dip 2 per cent as downturn hits

• Sarah Palin e-mail hack suspect indicted
Efforts to build interaction range from a new badge that encourages users to exchange details to a
• How inventors always get screwed
mystery-cloaked contest, about which details are given away frequently. Prizes include tickets to next
• Facebook co-founder to leave for own
year’s show and up to $500 in cash, and organizers are allowing groups of up to five to band together to
software startup
try to win, helping to promote interaction amongst attendees.
• Google exec shines light on Android market
Even new features like Lockpick Village, which aims to connect information security with physical
security by showing just how easy it is to pick a lock, are designed to encourage a maximum amount of
interaction amongst attendees.

• Nokia CEO Olli-Pekka Kallasvuo details

That’s not to say the speakers and content go away. In fact, Bourne said this year’s lineup is just as
good or better. It’s just that now that the SecTor name is out there, it’s a little easier to book high-profile
speakers.

TEST CENTRE

“Last year, we had to solicit speakers,” he said. “This year, the content is really fresh, and we got all
kinds of submissions.”
In fact, Bourne said, the group behind the event, all of whom work on SecTor as an extra-curricular
activity, had to said through “well over 100” speaker applications.

services, Symbian

• Five reasons why the BlackBerry Storm rocks
• Google's 'Mail Goggles' set to be your e-mail
wingman

• Green heating, power needed for green IT
• Sony revamps e-book reader, but no wireless
• Nokia brings out iPhone 3G competitor

Last year, attendance was just over 400, and this year, the figure is “north of 500,” short of the 600 or
so Bourne had hoped for, but still a healthy 25 per cent increase in attendance.
“There are lots of really god security people in Canada,” Bourne said. “Surprisingly so,” in light of our
relatively small population.
However, there’s still a lot of market education to be done. In the future, the event may add tracks for
more management-type staff who lack the deep expertise and backgrounds in security, but for now,
there’s still a need to bild into the Canadian security community what Bourne describes as “an adequate
sense of paranoia.”
“I don’t think enough people take it seriously in Canada,” he said. “We tend to think very optimistically.”
Bourne joked that the organizers “prepped sponsors for the fact that this is really techie group,” but the
truth may not be too far from that. Bourne said an event like SecTor can be very different in terms of
audience needs and expectations than trade shows with more mainstream appeal.
“They don’t want a flashy brochure, they want to know that you’ve got real technology,” he said. “And
they don’t want to know that it does something, they want to know how it does it.”
Other new features at this year’s event include a first-ever training day, which happened on Monday
prior to the beginning of the main festivities and offered attendees “deep dives” on many of the security
issues being discussed at the event.
Add to that two days of wall-to-wall sessions and you’ve got a busy schedule that had some attendees
struggling to choose between ways to spend time. But Bourne says that having a wealth of choices is a
positive thing for attendees.
“If everybody’s most negative comment is that there’s too much to do over the course of these two days,
that’s a great situation for us,” he said.
SecTor continues Wednesday at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre after a “super-secret unofficial
party” at the Bier Markt on the Esplanade Tuesday evening.
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